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About This Game

Build a space rocket, launch it into the space and fly as high as you can and up to the Moon. Use your abilities to manoeuvre
between the obstacles and your strategic skills while modernizing rocket's components. Upgrade rocket's parts such as engine,

wings, guns etc with coins collected during each flight. Shoot everything on your way up to the Moon!
Astronaut, are you ready? 3... 2... 1... Lift off!

Key Features:

7 levels of upgradable rocket's components including hull, window, engine, fuel tank, booster, nitro tank, wing, gun and
ammunition clip

Crazy enemies including planes, helicopters, missiles, ufo's and more

Advanced game engine with cartoon lighting and shading effects

Changing day time and weather conditions impacting the flight

Designed for children and adults

Hours of mayhem gameplay time
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Didn't expect it to be such an addictive little game. The real fun began when I mounted the guns and blasted all those annoying
planes out of their misery though :). It's a long way to the top!
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=822182196. Amazing, and really addictive i suggest this game to
everyone you know and it is only around $4! (the only thing is that it says miles in game, and on the achiecvements it says feet.
It would make a lot more sense if it said feet.)
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